Mentoring Plan

Student:
Advisor/Mentor:
Graduate Program:

**Academic Progress, including Courses**
(e.g. Timing of required and cognate classes; elective choices; candidacy exams)
**Annual Goals:**

Long-Term Plans:

**Research Planning**
(e.g. Specific aims, qualifying examinations, collaborations)
**Annual Goals:** (including defining / prioritizing your scientific research questions and deadlines)

Long-Term Plans:

**Resources from mentor:** (e.g. equipment, supplies, training, opportunities to collaborate inside and outside the research group, research flowchart, etc.)

**Scientific Communication Skills**
(e.g. group meetings, first-author publications, posters, talks)
**Annual Goals:**

Long-Term Plans:

**Resources from mentor:** (e.g. dates for group meetings, outlines and deadlines for papers, etc.)
Career and Professional Networking
Annual Goals:

Long-Term Plans:

Resources from mentor: (e.g. assign a junior mentee, identify funds for meetings*)

*Note that funds may be available from meeting organizers, your department, PSTP, Rackham Graduate School, the Medical School, and/or the College of Pharmacy

Additional Academic Program Requirements
Annual Goals:

Long-Term Plans:

Fellowship Applications, Awards, and Grant Writing
(e.g. applications for national fellowships, Rackham’s predoctoral fellowships, equipment grants)

Annual Goals:

Long-Term Plans:

Resources from mentor: (e.g. nominations, letters of recommendation)

Dissertation Progress
(e.g. submission of chapters, timing of advisor review)
Annual Goals:

Long-Term Plans: